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Abstract

Concepts such as virtualization of computing resources, clustered and grid computing, and service oriented architecture 
are all gaining greater mindshare as enterprises struggle to manage large pools of servers. Enterprises require 
commercial grade high performance computing (HPC) that scales on-demand in order to adapt to ever changing workload 
requirements and provide optimal system utilization. These needs in turn have driven many useful innovations.
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be provisioned as a static, disk-based, full operating system installation on every single server. This assumption leads to 
the use of extensive scripting and middleware in the belief that the complexity can be abstracted out of managing 100s or 
1,000s servers. In reality, this outdated approach only masks the complexity from view by adding a second layer of code 
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pools of servers.

Many organizations assumed these constraints were inherent within HPC and chose to either live with less than optimal 
return on investment (ROI) or avoided HPC altogether. Instead, rethinking these fundamental concepts can yield 
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well-recognized concepts in a unique combination that delivers virtualized cluster systems that make large pools of 
servers appear and act like a single, consistent virtual machine. A properly architected solution that leverages disk-less 
provisioning, a lightweight compute operating environment and simulates the appearance and end user experience of a 
single virtual system has a tremendous ripple effect on rapid provisioning, manageability, scalability, security and reliability 
within the cluster.

The result is an elegantly simple and powerful new paradigm of virtualized clustered computing. This new paradigm 
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costs while delivering a dependable HPC service to organizations in a highly competitive business environment.

Donald Becker is the co-inventor of Linux Clustering and CTO, Penguin Computing
Bob Monkman is Director of Product Management for Scyld Software at Penguin Computing

Scyld ClusterWare Overview

Scyld ClusterWare is the latest evolution of innovative Linux Cluster Virtualization software from Scyld Software, which 
makes large pools of Linux servers appear and act like a single virtual system. Through a unique “Master/Slave” 
architecture, employing a single point of command and control (or Master) hundreds of servers, up to 1000 or more 
servers, can be managed as if they were a single, consistent, virtual system, dramatically simplifying deployment and 
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Because the compute nodes run a lightweight, in-memory distribution, they can be provisioned rapidly so users can 
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lightweight compute node environment is stripped of any unnecessary system services and associated vulnerabilities, 
making the cluster nearly impossible to attack, thus inherently more secure. Finally, with single point provisioning and 
consistency control mechanisms, there are no version skews so the system is intrinsically more reliable.  Compared 
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delivering a space-maximizing infrastructure that delivers the productivity, reliability, scalability and lower total cost of 
ownership (TCO) that high-performance business computing demands. Figure 1 below depicts the architecture of Scyld 
ClusterWare.
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Figure 1. Scyld ClusterWare Unique Master/Slave Architecture

In the following sections, the unique architecture and other elements of the Scyld solution are examined in greater detail 
regarding their capabilities and contribution to a greater return on investment (ROI) compared to legacy approaches to 
cluster management.
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Cutting Time to Productivity From Days to Hours

The biggest hurdle in getting to productive, value-add return on you cluster investment is getting through the initial 
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must be repeated. Unfortunately, with the vast majority of cluster management approaches, this initial installation and 
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Scyld ClusterWare installation will generally be ready to run inside of a couple of hours. The reasons why Scyld is so 
much faster are related to the unique architecture of Scyld ClusterWare compared to the state of most of the other 
offerings available today. Another major factor is the pre-integrated and architected to work seamlessly, its stateless 
provisioning. 
The vast majority of alternatives to Scyld ClusterWare are pure open source projects that have little or no documentation, 
no technical support, no integration with the various components, no intuitive graphical user interface (GUI), etc. The 
operating system (OS) and the cluster tools install separately with little coordination and, in many cases, the post-
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set up the various aspects of a cluster is an excruciatingly slow process. The innovative Scyld ClusterWare architecture 
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“Stateless” Provisioning: Bringing Up Bare Metal
The maturity of high speed networking and network booting mechanisms combined with the growing complexity of 
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“stateless provisioning” ( i.e., direct to memory via a network boot) of the server operating environment to grow rapidly. It 
is dramatically easier and faster to provision and manage large server pools when you simply decide never to install a full 
operating environment to the hard disks. 
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variety of factors. This can be scripted and even parallelized but it will still take hours to provision the entire cluster once 
all of the preparation is completed. Also, many automated provisioning tools assume an initial network boot method, which 
then must be converted back to a “boot from disk” method after the cluster is installed- an extremely time-consuming 
process even if a good utility exists.

On the other hand, Scyld ClusterWare bundles, by default and for convenience, a complete standard Linux distribution 
from CentOS with optional support for installing on Red Hat ES 4.0. The installation is completely integrated and needs to 
be done only  once and only on the designated Master node, regardless of the size of the cluster. The compute nodes are 
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process takes approximately 20 seconds for each node and they are ready to run. 

Figure 2 depicts the graphical control screen supplied with Scyld ClusterWare for managing the cluster setup, showing 
compute node status and offering direct control if needed, as nodes rapidly join the cluster. It also provides access to 
diagnostic information should a node fail to boot.

Figure 2.
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Adding, Updating or Re-provisioning Compute Nodes Effortlessly
The value of rapid provisioning is even more apparent during ongoing cluster operation when compute nodes fail, are 
updated or re-provisioned or new nodes are added. The diskless approach is effortless and nimble in comparison to a 
traditional local full-install. 

First of all, with Scyld, a local compute node disk is only used if the application requires it. Since disk drives are among 
the least reliable and most power hungry components in the cluster, requiring them outright means more compute node 
failures will occur and higher capital and operational expenses will be incurred.
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generally have to be scheduled by IT staff, when they can get to it. This increases the time required to restore the cluster 
to full operation. With Scyld ClusterWare, simply plug the node in and power it up. Once it contacts the Scyld Master node 
for provisioning, it is up and running in 20 seconds.   

When software updates are required on Scyld ClusteWare, you apply them only on the Master, which will then re-provision 
the compute nodes automatically and quickly. The method used in traditional architectures requires elaborate scripting at 
best and increases the chance that something can go wrong part way through. This will result in another problem, version 
skew, the potential for which is eliminated with Scyld ClusterWare.

Application Operating Environment Consistency: The Dreaded Version Skews
The correctness of applications that run on multiple compute nodes is often dependent on everything being precisely the 
same on each processing element. The tiniest difference in a driver or library can render the results useless, after days of 
calculation — if the application runs at all. 

Depending on local full-install operating environments is one sure way to create problems of version skew. You can spend 
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hours reinstalling everything fresh and getting back to a known state. Local copies get stale and inconsistent, causing 
wasted time and costly rework.

Generally speaking, Scyld ClusterWare provisions to the nodes exactly what is running on the master, so there is nothing 
to get out of sync. Even if someone pushed inconsistent libraries to a compute node, rebooting the node from the Scyld 
Clusterware GUI corrects the problem in seconds and returns the node to its pristine state. 
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much simpler. Because of this architecture, further optimizations on this concept of stateless provisioning are possible.  
The dedicated nature of the cluster’s compute resources also means that it is unnecessary for a full Linux distribution to 
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The Lightweight Linux Compute Server
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general-purpose machines. If architected properly, as in Scyld ClusterWare, there is no real need for them to be set up as 
standalone general-purpose machines. Therefore the Scyld approach is to provision the compute nodes with a minimal 
operating system, omitting extraneous packages from a standard enterprise Linux distribution, as well as the standard 
user shell and most of the standard Linux services (i.e., daemons such as Telnet, FTP, SNMP, NTP, etc.) to realize 
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Dynamic “Just-in-Time” Provisioning
The default operating environment on the compute nodes may not always have all of the software support required 
by certain applications. Scyld ClusterWare addresses these cases by incorporating a powerful infrastructure into the 
mechanism for pushing application jobs out to multiple nodes whereby the dependencies on, for example, shared libraries 
that the program needs, are send out along with the job. The compute nodes then automatically “cache” the necessary 
shared libraries from the full Master node installation, on demand. In this manner, the compute nodes are always 
provisioned with precisely the environment they need and only what they need. 

Greater Performance
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large clusters with long running jobs even small improvements can have a substantial positive impact on an organization’s 
ROI for their cluster. 
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running applications. It has been shown that these scheduling latencies can cut cluster performance of real world 
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dependent. Performance also improves in regard to scale-out capabilities resulting from the Scyld ClusterWare 
architecture.

Enhanced Scalability
Scale-out performance is greatly improved due to the unique design of the Scyld ClusterWare architecture. Scyld’s design 
employs a single primary daemon on compute slaves and leverages this daemon in order to run jobs, get standard I/O, 
logs and statistics, etc. out on those slaves, all from the Master node. Enhanced scalability occurs because compute 
nodes can be added on demand and common tools can be optimized to leverage the support already built into the Scyld 
architecture. 

One striking example of tool optimization is the Scyld implementation of the popular Ganglia web-based monitoring tool 
available in open source and used by many HPC administrators. Normally Ganglia employs its own daemon on every 
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nodes must trim the refresh rate down to nearly unusable levels and it will not work at all much over 200 nodes.

However, Scyld ClusterWare already caches all of the cluster statistics needed by Ganglia on the Master node and uses 
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ClusterWare simply picks up the information out of memory on the Master node. The Scyld ClusterWare architecture 
makes it possible to run Ganglia on virtually any size cluster.

Enhanced Security in a Master/Slave Architecture
As mentioned earlier, the compute slaves of a Scyld ClusterWare cluster do not have most of the standard Linux daemons 
and do not have their own shell. The Master node has a special shell mechanism which sends commands out to the 
slaves, making the Scyld architecture inherently more secure since the compute nodes cannot be logged into or attacked 
in any of the standard ways.
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Virtualizing the Linux Cluster into a Single, Powerful Machine

A great deal of emphasis and discussion is underway in the industry regarding virtualization. Virtualization can be applied 
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The purpose of the Scyld ClusterWare architecture is to make large pools of servers act and feel as if they were a single, 
consistent, virtual system. Scyld ClusterWare leverages virtualization techniques in several important areas to reduce 
complexity in exploiting large pools of servers, in support of the master-slave architecture of lightweight compute servers 
and in optimizing the resource utilization of the cluster according to an enterprise’s business priorities.

In this way, Scyld ClusterWare makes it much more easy and intuitive to install, update, manage and monitor a Linux 
cluster with this software. We have seen several very real examples of just how effortless it is to provision and update with 
Scyld ClusterWare in previous sections. We have also alluded to the fact that the compute nodes in this architecture are 
truly logical extensions of the Scyld Master node. Now we see why.

The Elegantly Simple Single Virtual System
Scyld ClusterWare employs a powerful technique built upon the standard, out-of-the-box enterprise Linux distributions 
based on the 2.6.x Linux kernel, to create “single system image” behavior with the Linux you already know. It does this 
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administrator and the user point of view, a 100 node cluster with 400 processors appears very much like a 400 processor 
SMP machine at the cost of commodity Linux x86 cluster computing. 

The compute servers are fully transparent and directly accessible if need be. However, if you are interested in the 
compute capacity presented at the single Master node, you need never look further than this one machine. The simplest 
way to convey how this might manifest itself to the typical user is to give the example of the everyday task of issuing the 
ubiquitous “ps” process list command. After issuing the command, what you get back is a listing of all processes running 
on all machines as if it were just one machine. You can still tell which processes are running where in the cluster with a 
simple addition to the command, but only if you really care to know it. Other standard Linux commands work in the same, 
intuitive way as on a single machine. 

When you wish to add a user and set up passwords, you need only do it on the Master. When you want to run a job, you 
run it on the Master and simply tell it how many processors you need (even non-MPI jobs). If you need to terminate a job, 
it is done on the Master node and automatically removed cleanly on the compute node(s) it actually resides on. Of course, 
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memory usage, disk usage, etc. on any or all nodes, add one command line or GUI invocation on the Master node and 
you get it.

With Scyld ClusterWare you focus on the work throughput you need to achieve, not a cluster that requires massive 
scripting to iterate commands over each and every node.

Advanced Workload Virtualization: Scyld TaskMaster
Scyld ClusterWare provides the optimal architectural foundation for clustered computing. Built into Scyld ClusterWare 
is an intelligent resource management and mapping facility that has a default policy to direct jobs to the least used 
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complimentary product Scyld TaskMaster Suite that, when combined with Scyld ClusterWare, delivers a fully integrated 
and virtualized HPC cluster environment that delivers the right resources at the right time — every time.

Scyld TaskMaster Suite provides advanced job scheduling and workload management capabilities with an easy-to-use 
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individual and/or departmental priorities within your organization. 

The Scyld TaskMaster Suite allows organizations to share resources, applying policies that ensure agreed upon service 
levels to departments, groups and individual users. Its integrated policy-based job scheduler and event engine combine 
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includes a simulation mode where different policies can be tried in “what-if” scenarios to help understand how best to use 
the engine’s capabilities.

The powerful, easy to use interface, accessible locally on the Master node or remotely via the web, allows immediate 
and intuitive access to jobs, nodes, statistics and policies, as well as instant visibility into what resources are available for 
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immediate and future use. Users submit and manage jobs with an intelligent, personalized submission screen indicating 
what resources and special needs are required. Then Scyld TaskMaster schedules jobs according to policies you set to 
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gives a sample of the cluster visibility and control that Scyld TaskMaster Suite offers.

Figure 4. Scyld TaskMaster: Powerful Policy-Based Workload Management- Comprehensive Cluster Visibility

The powerful monitoring and reporting mechanisms built into Scyld TaskMaster, capabilities that are an additional cost 
in competing products, enable instant visualization of live and historical utilization, resource allocation, and backlog data 
and the creation of numerous reports on this information that are customizable for your needs, all with a few mouse clicks 
instead of the hours or days required with command line alternatives with text reporting only. Scyld TaskMaster vastly 
increases both user and administrator productivity and delivers an exceptionally high return on investment every day it is 
utilized.
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Fully Integrated Platform
Scyld ClusterWare is a fully integrated software platform for HPC that includes a standard Linux distribution as well as 
a complete HPC software tool set, pre-integrated and pre-tested for compatibility, ready to run.  Tools include optimized 
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Scyld ClusterWare optionally supports commercial MPI tools, compilers and Red Hat Linux Enterprise Server.  

A simple, yet effective user interface into the entire cluster’s interface is provided for comprehensive visibility into the 
cluster status. Resource utilization is included with the product as well as a set of powerful command line utilities for 
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disk usage, etc.

Figure 3. Scyld ClusterWare Status View
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This integrated package provides a complete environment for users to run a wide variety of custom and commercial 
applications. Scyld ClusterWare allows your Linux cluster to be deployed rapidly with users becoming productive 
immediately. It is a fully supported, working system — out of the box.

Service and Support: Dependable Linux and Clustering Expertise
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products with helpful documentation. It is the expertise behind the technology that ultimately what makes the difference. 
Penguin Computing excels at offering not only great software products, but great expertise as well and a willingness 
to help customers solve their problems. Our Scyld software represents a critical part of the ecosystem in which our 
customers work, but the experience and expertise we offer everyday helps customers achieve their goals quickly and 
with far fewer unknown elements. We also offer a wide variety of on-site professional services to create tailored working 
solutions in our customer’s particular environment and applications needs to produce results quickly. This real help from 
real experts who have the experience from making it happen themselves.
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Sandia National Laboratory

Even though Sandia National Laboratory’s Combustion Research Facility (CRF) was doing science for the Department of 
Energy (DOE) with real world pocket-book impact, they were often limited by a lack of supercomputer resources required 
to conduct numerical simulations and analyze data. A cost-effective solution was required to enable Sandia to complete 
more research in-house, without adding staff to manage a large departmental cluster.
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Simulations done by CRF are so complex that a typical baseline case takes one to two weeks. More sophisticated jobs 
need up to eight weeks of compute time. Nothing in-house was powerful enough to do that sort of work so CRF had to 
rely on off-site supercomputer grants to complete their research. But because the CRF had to compete for resources at 
the handful of supercomputing centers nationwide against other government facilities, academic researchers, etc., CRF 
previously only got a small fraction of the total compute hours per year needed to perform the required calculations.

���
���������
Two members of CRF’s technical staff, Senior Member Joe Oefelein and Distinguished Member Jackie Chen, realized 
high performance technology had evolved to the point where CRF might be able to cost-effectively create a departmental 
scale Linux cluster with 72 nodes (144 processors) that would allow them to run many of their initial calculations. 
Supercomputer time could be reserved for larger simulations that require substantial system support.

“We purchased hardware from Penguin Computing [because] their system engineering appeared to be the most robust,” 
Oefelein said. “We chose Scyld [software] because it is easier to use [than other options] and offered us a turn-key 
solution. The Scyld interface emulates a workstation.”

Within a day of arrival, the new Penguin/Scyld system was in place and operational which is a strong testament to how 
easy it is to bring up a large cluster with Scyld ClusterWare. Since then, the cluster has been in continuous operation.
The Scyld cluster virtualization software dramatically eased the deployment and management of the cluster for CRF. CRF 
Principal Investigators simply access the Scyld cluster from their workstations just by using an informal queue to manage 
shared use of the cluster. A single system experience for the entire cluster on the master node also means that it is 
extremely intuitive and effortless for the CRF team to scale up incrementally without redesigning or administrative effort.

The net result for Sandia was that the cluster could be completely administered part time by one of the Principal 
��
��������������
����"#$�&'()�)))������������	�����*�������������������
������ �!����������������	����������������
������������������������������������������
��������
����
�����������	����������	���������������
�+��������������������
amount of research they could complete.

��� �������

The Scyld ClusterWare Advantage
We began this paper by noting that the top challenges facing any enterprise managing a guaranteed high performance 
computing service are getting the right solutions to deploying and managing these resources, scaling on-demand to ever-
changing workload requirements, and achieving the highest utilization levels matched to business priorities.
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We also noted that emerging solutions to these challenges are based on the fundamental assumption that servers must 
be provisioned as a static, disk-based, full operating system installation and the belief that the use of extensive scripting 
and middleware can eliminate most of the resulting complexity. 

Throughout this paper we have walked through the unique architecture of Scyld ClusterWare, which by employing 
several well-recognized concepts in combination, delivers virtualized cluster systems that make large pools of servers 
appear and act like a single virtual system. Along the way, we have cited real world examples of how these concepts have 
a tremendous, positive impact on rapid provisioning, manageability, scalability, security and reliability within the cluster. 
������������	�
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capability.
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Included CentOS Linux w/ option for Red Hat 
Enterprise Server

• ISV Application Compatibility
����� ��������������������������
�
���

Complete, Architected and Integrated Solution 
that is commercially supported and works out of 
the box

• “Day 1” out-of the box productivity
��!�����������������������������������
�������
• Ongoing expert support there when you 
  need it to remain productive, competitive

Stateless Provisioning Architecture • Installations/Updates on Master Node only
• Add/Update/Re-Provision Compute nodes in seconds
• If Applications do not require disks, save capital, operational costs and enjoy 
  increased service availability

Lightweight Compute Operating Environment • Enhanced Performance
��"# �������������������$$��������
• Enhanced Scalability
• Enhanced Security; no traditional attack points

Single System Process Space • Cluster acts and feels like a single virtual machine
• Single point of Installation
• Single point of Management
• Single point to Launch Jobs
• Instant visibility into entire cluster on Master
• Less scripting as both MPI jobs and non-MPI jobs intuitively scheduled to a 
  virtual pool of processors
• Supports JIT provisioning: enables compute nodes to provision on demand, 
  only what they need

Scyld TaskMaster Virtualized Workload 
Management
   • Intuitive GUI- local/Web portal
   • Policy-based job scheduler & event engine
   • User Reservations/Triggers
   • Graphical reporting- live & historical
   • Built-in accounting for shared usage

• Instant Visibility across dozens of cluster 
  parameters maximizes user productivity
��%����
�����
������������������&#'(&&'
• Prioritize workloads by organizational priorities 
• Helps plan current & future workloads

���������	
��������	������
�����������������������������
Built upon industry standard Linux distributions from CentOS and Red Hat for maximum ecosystem compatibility, 
Scyld ClusterWare extends the operating system platform to deliver an elegantly simple and powerful new paradigm 
of virtualized clustered computing. This new paradigm eliminates the need for multiple levels of cost and support and 
delivers everything needed for users and administrators to be productive immediately running HPC applications — out of 
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to your organization, thereby maximizing the return on investment for Linux Clustering in your highly competitive business 
environment.
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